
Easee One 

  
 
  

Small. Smart. Full of power. 
 
Easee One is intelligent and adapts to all electric vehicles, power supplies and mains. No need to 
think about technical specifications – the Easee One will automatically detect what power the 
vehicle requires. Built to comply with UK regulations, the Easee One comes with both integrated 
type B RCD protection and open PEN conductor protection. Faster cha 

 With Easee One, you can charge up to 3x times faster than with a regular outlet. It charges 
as quickly as possible with the available capacity and provides you with the highest charging 
power.  

 You can have up to 3 Charging Robots on one fuse. All connected cars can be charged at the 
same time, and the available power is distributed automatically and dynamically between 
the vehicles. 

 Easee One charges on single phase power and supports charging up to  7 kW. It has a Type 
2 universal charging connector. 

 The Charging Robot is equipped with built-in e-sim and mobile communication.  
  

Accessories 
 

Easee App 
The Easee app lets you manage your Easee Charging Robots. In the app, you have access to all your 
facilities and the various Charging Robots. The app is available for both Android and iOS. Download 
directly from Google Play or the App Store. 

Why use the Easee App? 

Anytime,anywhere 

With the Easee app, you always have full control over your Charging Robots, whether you 
are at home or on the go. The Easee Robot is always connected as it supports both WiFi and 
comes with built-in e-sim. You can check the status of the charger, adjust the charging 
power and schedule a charging session. 
  

 

 
 
 
 

https://portal.segen.co.uk/nav/pv/EVCharging/-brand-easee?_gl=1*14z9fix*_up*MQ..&gclid=Cj0KCQiAosmPBhCPARIsAHOen-MAXdkNa39vk1_f-5znGeSS0XdKtd3tPG-d59wxKlAMFAqY4TH4zjgaAk5DEALw_wcB


EASEE EV 
 
Easee have been on a mission to create the world’s smartest EV charger. Their 
commitment to sustainability has led to them developing a charging robot that is 
69% smaller and lighter than other comparable electric chargers. 
To keep things as simple as possible, they only make a single model that is 
universal and easy to install. The Easee charger is also suited for any install, 
commercial or domestic. 
They’ve grown to over 100+ staff from their Norway base over the last 3 years. In 
2020 Easee delivered over 70,000 charging robots (or just car chargers to us), with 
500k predicted in 2021. 
  
WHY CHOOSE EASEE? 

We’ve collected some of the best reasons to choose their EV charging solutions 
here: 
  

 Brand new product on the market 

 Cheaper than other competitors, with stock ready to ship 

 O-PEN comes built in, saving you money on each install 

 Compatible with every car currently on the market. 

 Beautifully sleek design 

  
Not solar compatible  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
 


